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ABSTRACT

INCREASING THE GROUND TACTICAL MOBILITY OF U.S. AIRBORNE FORCES -
DO WE HAVE THE MEANS AVAILABLE NOW? by MAJ. Stephen M. SittnIck,
USA, 44 pages.

This monograph examines the current state of ground tactical
mobility In U.S. airborne forces. Our national leadership Is currently
reviewing the assignment of roles and missions of the armed forces.
Down-sizing will require the Army to employ Its forces more
efficiently. We must develop methods to enable smaller forces to apply
the same level of combat power. This monjograph examines a proposal to
Increase the ground tactical mobility of airborne forces In order to
apply combat power mcre efficiently.

This monograph traces the historical (evelopment of mobility In
airborne units to reveal their mobility calabllity and deficiencies. Past
methods used to Increase the tactical mobility of airborne units are
studied. A conclusion of this monograph s that ground tactical
mobility must be Increased In U.S. alrborn forces to meet current and
future mission requirements.

The theoretical and doctrinal Implications for increasing ground
tactical mobility Is considered In light of a new National Military Power
Projection Strategy. The HMMWV Is propo' ed as a means to Increase
ground tactical mobility of airborne units. It Is analyzed against the
criteria of maneuver, firepower, protection and leadership(the dynamics
of combat power as described In FM 100-5 Operations). The HMMWV Is
found adequate for the mission requirements of U.S. airborne forces.
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ABSTRACT

INCREASING THE GROUND TACTICAL MOBILITY OF U.S. AIRBORNE FORCES -
DO WE HAVE THE MEANS AVAILABLE NOW? by MAJ. Stephen M. Sittnick,
USA, 44 pages.

This monograph examines the current state of ground tactical
mobility In U.S. airborne forces. Our national leadership Is currently
reviewing the assignment of roles and missions of the armed forces.
Down-sizing will require the Army to employ Its forces more
efficiently. We must develop methods to enable smaller forces to apply
the same level of combat power. This monograph examines a proposal to
Increase the ground tactical mobility of airborne forces in order to
apply combat power more efficiently.

This monograph traces the historical development of mobility in
airborne units to reveal their mobilIty capability and deficiencies. Past
methods used to Increase the tactical mobility of airborne units are
studied. A conclusion of this monograph Is that ground tactical
mobility must be Increased In U.S. airborne forces to meet current and
future mission requirements.

The theoretical and doctrinal Implications for Increasing ground
tactical mobility is considered in light of a new National Military Power
Projection Strategy. The HMMWV is proposed as a means to Increase
ground tactical mobility of airborne units. It is analyzed against the
criteria of maneuver, firepower, protection and leadership(the dynamics
of combat power as described In FM 100-5 Operations). The HMMWV is
found adequate for the mission requirements of U. . airborne forces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Jane's Dictionary of Military Terms defines mobility as "a quality or

capability of military forces which permits them to move from place to

place while retaining the. ability to fulfill their primary mission". The

desire of mIlItary forces to Increase their mobilIty can be traced to

antiquity. Ancient warriors harnessed beasts of burden to haul their

heavy Implements of war. Foot soldiers of the kingdom of Ur were

brought directly into battle on large horse drawn carts. I In a sense a

dichotomy of mobility developed early in time. Mobility could pertain to

the transport of combat equipment or movement of Integral combat

units. Today, as in the past, the first type of mobility often gets more

attention by military planners. General Creighton Abrams wrote,

"movement of equipment to support a concept of mobility has always

been a significant problem. It often overshadows the hasic

requirement of mobility - "the capacity to move combat power on the

battlefield."2 This monograph examines the capability of U.S. airborne

tactical units to move combat power on the ground, and searches for a

method which Increases that capability.

DIRECTION 0 RESEARCH

The research for this monograph Initially focused on the meaning of

tactical mobility In the past, present, and future. It encompassed

historical, theoretical and doctrinal writings. The focus was then

narrowed to define the historical development of ground tactical
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mobility of airborne forces. Finally, the adequacy of present and future

ground tactical mobility of U.S. airborne forces was examined The High

Mobility, Multi-purpose wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV) was tested as a

proposed means to increase the ground tactical mobility of U.S. airborne

units. The author's personal experience was Included as a source for the

final endeavor.

ASSUMPTIONS

I. In this monograph, "U.S. airborne forces" refers to any U.S. unit able

to deploy an airborn. battalion task force In a contingency operation.

2. This entire battalion task force need not be mounted. METT-T

analysis might cause leaders to mount only a section, piptoon, or

company.

3. This monograph focuses on ground tactical mobility. The

helicopter greatly Increases the tactical mobility of U.S. airborne units.

Use of helicopters, however, Is dependent upon weather conditions and

enemy air defense coverage.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

PRIMARY-

Does the U.S. Army have means available today to Increase

the ground tactical mobility of Its airborne forces? The

conclusion of this monograph Is that the U.S. Army has the material,

Intellectual, and organizational means to Increase the ground tactical

mobility of Its airborne units.

2
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SECONDARY-
a. What Is the historical development of ground tactical

mobility In airborne forces? From the first occasion airborne

forces were used In WWII combat, a contrast of mobility existed.

Airborne forces were highly strategically and operationally mobile due,
to the airplane. Once on the drop zone, however, the paratrooper was a

foot soldier In enemy territory. Efforts In WWII to Increase the
mobility of airborne forces were devoted to expediting the transport of

heavy equipment and weapons. No substantive efforts w~er e taken to

Increase the mobility of tactical airborne units. This situation

continues In current U.S. airborne forces.

b. Is the state of ground tactical mobility In U.S. airborne
forces adequate for current and future requfirements? The
record of Operations Just Cause and Desert Shield/Storm would suggest

It Is not. In these operations the Infantry units of the 82nd Airborne

Division had to be augmented with combat wheeleo vehicles to move

units on the battlefield. The ground tactical mobility of the basic

fighting element of the U.S. airborne, the infantry, is still limited to

foot mobility. The current national military strategy of power
projection demands a force that can quickly deploy with creditable
tactical mobility.

c. How do we Increase the ground tactical mobility of U.S.
airborne forces? The most obvious requirement Is to procure an



appropriate cross country vehicle. It Involves more than just. selecting

the right vehicle. We must adapt the entire manner by which airborne

forces generate and apply combat power against present and future

threats. Airborne soldiers and leaders must be equally proficient in
mounted and dismounted combat. Theory, doctrine, techniques, tactics

and procedures must be examined and updated. These actions are as
Important as developing a troop carrier for airborne forces.

d. Is the HMMWV an adequate means to Increase the ground

tactical mobility of U.S. airborne forces? In recent combat

operations, U.S. airborne forces have used the HMMWV as an Infantry

troop carrier. The HMMtWV provided a mobility advantage to

traditionally dismounted U.S. tactical units. The HMM1WV significantly
Increased the units' combat power. This monograph analyzes the

HIMI-WV, using the dynamics of combat power (maneuver, firepower,

protection and leadership) as criteria.
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11. HISTORY OF THE GROUND TACTICAL MOBILITY OF AIRBORNE
EQOCES

Where is the prince who can afford to cover his country
wIth troops for Its defense, as that 10,000 men
descending from the clouds, might not, In many

places, do an infinite amount or mischief before
a force could be brought to repel them?

Benjamin Franklin 3

The appeal of airborne forces came primarily from their immense

strategic and operational mobility. The possibility of inserting a

combat force Into the rear of the enemy appealed to WWII planners. They

focused on the initial advantage of shock and surprise derived by an

airborne operation. The WWII paratrooper, however, was foot-mobile

once on the drop zone. Today's U.S. paratrooper has the same limitation.

John Weeks wrote, "the paradox of airborne forces is that they get to

their battlefield quicker than anyone else, traveling great distances, but

once they arrive they are scarcely more mobile than the soldiers of

Alexander the Great or Napoleon. They can not conduct a battle of

maneuver against their opponents, nor can they easily subdue one

objective and move to another unless It is quite close."4 This assertion

might be contested if, as In Operation Just Cause, helicopters are used.

Cif course, helicopters are dependent upon weather conditions and are

not organic to the main tactical fighting element of the airborne - the

infantry. Today a loudspeaker team has more organic mobility than an

infantry platoon. While combat multipliers such as the Sheridan

(Airborne Armored Reconnaissance Vehicle), TOW HMMWV, and towed
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artillery are available, airborne units have no organic infantry troop

carrier. The U.S. airborne forces have great strategic mobility, yet

minimal ground tactical mobility. The same mobility disparity that

plagued the WWII paratrooper exists today In the airborne forces.

Surprise enables airborne troops lightly armed to achieve initial
success. Once enemy defenders have recovered from their surprise a
different situation will present Itself. The airborne forces need such
means of transport as will enable them to move themselves and their

equipment.
F.O. Miksche 5

Prior to WWII, the British assumed that their airborne forces could

not seize or hold terrain. The Germans did not feel that paratroopers

would have to stay and fight it out so heavy weapons were not Initially

Issued to airborne units.6 Both sides felt the Initial shock and surprise

of the parachute Insertion would provide sufficient advantage until

follow -on forces arrived. The German airborne Invasion of Crete,

however, Illustrated that paratroopers could find themselves in a

significant ground battle. .

After the pyrrhic victory of the Germans on Crete, many suggestions

were made to strengthen the.German airborne forces. "The German Army

Command revised the mission of the airborne units to include attack on

limited objectives and holding terraln."7 German paratroopers

requested a tank be added to the force structure. "Experiments with the

1illiput panzer' began in 1942 but ceased in the same year due to

armament problems."8 Heavy weapons and artillery were included In the

paratroop unit equipment list. The Herman Goering Airborne Panzer

Corps (one panzer and one motorized infantry division) was formed.9
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This corps never saw action in an airborne operation. Shortly after

activation, they were thrown into the conventional ground war, "The

German High Command set about determining how all army units could

be adapted to be included in airborne operations." 10~ The need for

providing, a creditable amount of combat power and ground mobility to

airborne forces was considered critical.

The allies as well recognized the need to increase the mobility and

firepower of their airborne forces., After the Normandy drop U.S.

paratroopers requested augmentation of some armor. 11The defenders

of Bastogne (the 10 1 st Airborne division) were reinforced with tanks,

tank destroyers, trucks, and artillery. This was typical of measures

taken throughout the war to prepare airborne troops for conventional
ground roles. Any permanent measures to Increase the combat power

for an airborne operation was limited to minor additions of heavy

equipment and weapons. Special containers were designed to drop this

equipment. "Small wheels were attached to move the containers off

the drop zone, but they failed on uneven terrain."12 The allies failed to

take measures to Increase the mobility of airborne tactical units.

Bicycles were tested and used by some paratroopers. They were

of ten severely damaged In the drop or unable to handle the rigors of

cross-country movement. 13 The U.S. Army formed the 88th Airborne

Infantry Battalion which owned 280 bicycles, 140 motorcycles, and a

few jeeps. This unit never left the training ground of Georgia. 14

Ponies, motorcycles, and wheelbarrows were also used to give the

airborne units additional mobility.
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Jeeps were adapted by allied airborne units to help solve the

mobility problem. "The jeep was devoted to moving heavy equipment,
not moving forces to secure any positional advantage over the enemy." 15

The jeep seated only three men, had limited payload space, and was a

thirsty vehicle with a small gas tank. 16 "The end result was a heavy
reliance on follow-on forces and truck augmentation for airborne units

to perform m issions of regular Inf antry.".17

DEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET AIRBORNE FORCES

The purges of Stalin in 1937-38 eliminated many of the brilliant

Soviet military thinkers. This contributed to the defeat and retreat of

the Red Army of 1941. "There was no substantive thought of airborne

offensive Operations since the murder of General Tukhachevsky." 18 The

Red Army attempted an airborne assault In support of the Moscow

counteroffensive of 1942-43. Poor planning and insufficient equipment

resulted in failure.' The rest of the war saw Soviet airborne units

mainly Involved In regular Infantry ground operations. The post-Stalin

reforms brought complete doctrinal reformation to the airborne forces.

Emphasis was on creating a smaller more mobile force capable of

fighting and surviving on the nuclear battlefield. "The tactics which

developed rejected the passive defense of limited objectives and
adopted maneuver combat." 19

The Soviets, unlike the Americans, set out to Increase the ground

mobility of airborne units.20 The Soviets considered the airborne

assault only the beginning phase of an operation, not the essence of
combat operations for an airborne force. Soviet leadership wanted to



give their airborne forces the ability to maneuver after the drop.

Secondary mobility, as It was termed, came from mechanized vehicles

suitable for airborne operations. In 1973, a mechanized infantry carrier

CBMD) was developed as the Infantry combat vehicle. It carried an

Infantry squad and mounted a 73mm canon.2 1 The ASU 57, an armored

self propelled 57 mm gun, was also developed. Soviet airborne units had

both an infantry fighting vehicle and armored gun.

Initially, Soviet airborne forces were intended to exploit nuclear

strikes. In the 1970s, their training and force structure focused on

defeating NATO ground forces on a conventional battlefIeld. "The

fielding of the ASU-85, PT-76, AT-3 and AT-4 In airborne units was In

reaction to NA'FO's armored mobile counterattack force."2 2 Mounting

the airborne rifle squad in the BMD gave it greater firepower, armored

protection, mobility, and NBC protection.2 3 The BMD gave Soviet

paratroopers the capability to move combat troops into a fight in an

armored fighting vehicle equipped with heavy weapons.2 4 "While the

primary mission of a U.S. airborne unit was to seize and secure an

airhead, the Soviet airborne unit was to conduct offensive maneuver

with direct firepower."'25

U.S. AIRBORNE ADAPTATION

At the close of WWI I, the U.S. Army convened a board of officers to

study the future of airborne forces. The board delineated the phases of

airborne operations which served as the genesis of the current

lodgement concept. 2 6 A fire brigade mentality developed. Airborne

forces were considered a strategically mobile force able to quickly

deploy to demonstrate American resolve. As demonstrated by the

9



British in the Suez operation, our allies also lacked a focus on tactical

mobility. "Paratroopers at Port Said In 1956 found themselves no more

mobile once on the ground than their predecessors at Arnhem. They

becamefoot soldiers once more after being delivered to the battle by a

vehicle of great strategic mobility -- the transport aircraft. They were

dependent upon the early relief by follow-on forces."2 7

U.S. paratroopers primarily used airmobile tactics during the

Vietnam war. Emphasis was on search and destroy operations. There

were no improvements in ground tactical mobility of the airborne rifle

squad or platoon. The paratrooper in Southeast Asia was foot mobile

like other non-mechanized Infantry units. As General Giap said, "The

American soldier had almost as little foot mobility as their foe had

helicopter mobility."28

The 1973 Arab-IsraelI War caused the 82nd Airborne to be alerted

'*r deployment. "U.S. paratroopers, equipped with little more than I ignt

anti-tank weapons, were unprepared for tank warfare."2 9 This near

deployment generated renewed interest in the airborne forces' role in a

central European battlefield. The 82nd Airborne leadership developed

the Airborne Anti-Armor Defense (AAAD). It was a defense in depth,

built around armor kill zones and infantry protected anti-tank guided

missile (ATGM) positions. Success was dependent on wise choice of

ground, forcing the enemy into the armor kill zones and separating

enemy infantry from their tanks. If the enemy did not attack as planned,

there was insufficient mobility to alter the orientation of the defense.

I, ". _______________________.______



RECFNT COMBAT OPERATIONS

Operation Just Cause

In recent combat deployments U.S. airborne forces have had to

augment themselves with some form of adhoc mobility packages. In

Operation Just Cause, Sheridans, Armored Personnel Carriers (APCs),

and Light Armored Vehicles(LAVs) were pre-positioned to counter the

Panamanian Defense Forces armored vehicles. Additional Sheridans,

artillery and HMMWVs were delivered in the parachute assault. Mobile

firepower was needed for direct fire support and convoy security.

Other benefits of the vehicles were soon discovered. The HMMWVs and

APCs effectively provided mobile roadblocks, patrols and reaction

forces. "The M2.50 caliber machine gun proved itself very effective in

urban fighting."30 The HMMWV itself proved to be rugged and battle

worthy. One HMMWV caught in an ambush drove through it and to a

friendly position despite eighteen bullet holes and two flat tires. The

sight of Sheridans and HMMWVs with .50 caliber machine guns helped

quell a mob of civilians threatening to riot at the Papal Nuncia. The

paratroopers were perceived to be part of a powerful mobile force, not

merely a toot bound light infantry unit.

Desert Shield

The 82nd Airborne was deployed to Saudi Arabia to display U.S.

resolve and defend Saudi Arabia. Little did the leaders of the division

realize the deployment would be a prelude to one of history's grandest

examples of maneuver warfare. The initial defensive mission was
.7-

reminiscent of the AAAD except set In the desert not the central

European plains. Overall success In the defense was dependent on the

-4
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enemy attacking in the manner and location predicted. The situation

demanded a mobile defense. Thealrborne forces were only able to

prepare an area defense.

Desert Storm

Prior to the ground war, the 2nd brigade of the 82nd Airborne

Division was attached to the 6th Freoch Light Armored Division. To

conduct their mission of leading the attack In the French sector, they

had to be augmented with additional Sherldans, HMMWVs, and trucks.

The HMMWVs and trucks were utilized as Infantry squad carriers. Units

Instantly increased their range and speed of movement. Leaders were

forced to think in terms of greater mobility. Procedures for mounted

battle drill, maintenance, and fueling had to be developed. All the

members of the brigade, from rifleman to supply clerk, were mounted

when the brigade attacked. The desert war took Its place among a list

of contingency operations requiring airborne units to be augmented with

tactical vehicles.

THE FUTURE AND U.S. AIRBORNE FORCES

This reoccurring need for Increased ground tactical mobility must be

een as a permanent requirement. The force structure and training

rogram of airborne units must be altered accordingly. Too often, U.S.

Irborne units have had to form adhoc mobile force packages to meet

mission requirements. In some instances anti-tank sections, mounting

.50 caliber machine guns on their HMMWVs, have been sufficient. Other

times infantry squads to entire brigade task forces have had to be

.1
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mounted. The appropriate mobile packages were organized and

subsequently disbanded after mission accomplishment. No doctrine,

theory, training plans or force structure was changed. The infantry

soldiers still went without an organic troop carrier.

Given lessons of our recent past and future threats, are we not

writing doctrine for the airborne that is woefully inadequate? The U.S.

public and civilian leadership considers the Insertion of the 82nd
Airborne the quintessential statement of American resolve. It Is time

to reveal in plain terms that America's Guard of Honor has the same

limited mobility today as it did In WWII. We need more mobility in the

airborne Infantry, lest some future foe painfully display the depth of

our Inadequate ground mobility in some pitch battle on foreign soil. The
old paradigm has changed. General Ridgway said after WWII," Airborne

troops should not be employed unless they can be supported by other

ground or naval forces within three days or unless they can be

withdrawn after their mission is accomplished".31 The reality of

recent combat makes this admonition obsolete. U.S. airborne forces

have had to commence decisive combat operations immediately after

arrival. The paratrooper must train as he will fight- with the mobility

required for his missions.

We are now In the wake or force downsizing and redefining roles and

missions. Some say that the Marine Corps prototype Osprey aircraft, or

some other suitable over the horizon aircraft, will negate the need for

parachute units. This argument misses the basic Issue of. providing

sufficient ground tactical mobility to a rapid deployment contingency,/

force. Whether on a drop zone or landing zone, paratrooper or marine,

13



an American warrior will once again be foot mobile.

The mobility gap must be eliminated. Airborne forces must

routinely plan for and train with combat vehicles that give squads the
ground mobility they require for current and future battlefields.

Airborne units must not Isolate themselves Into a community outside

the proponents of mobile warfare. Today the cost of doctrinal and

operational Isolation may well be terminal for airborne forces and U.S.

military strategy. The Army must transform Its airborne forces into a

viable maneuver force with sufficient ground tactical mobility.

Two prevailing trends emerged from the historical development of

the ground tactical mobility or U.S. airborne forces.
1. A gap has persisted between the strategic and tactical mobility

of U.S. airborne forces. The Soviet armed forces used modern technology

to eliminate this gap In 'their airborne forces. The United States Army
has this same potential, It must decide to exercise It.

2. Efforts to Increase the combat power of U.S. airborne units have

focused on augmenting them with heavy weapon systems, not Increasing

the mobility of tact .a] units. There has been some temporary vehicle

augmentation of tactical Units for recent combat operations. These

measures were not permanently adopted.

These two trends must be broken to meet the requirements of
modern combat. The ground tactical mobility of U.S. airborne forces

must be Increased. This Involves more than just equipment

augmentation. U.S. airborne forces must adjust their entire method of

applying combat power.

1A



III. INCREASING GROUND TACTICAL MOBILITY OF U.S. AIRBORNE
FORCES

We must Increase the ground tactical mobility of airborne tactical

units not merely Individuals, weapon systems, or heavy equipment.

Units apply the dy'amics of combat power to the enemy on the

battlefield. Mobility provides movement to combat power. It does no

good to have combat power If It can not be delivered to the right place

at the right time. Airborne units must have more than just foot

mobility available to them. As Liddell Hart admonished military

leaders, While maneuver is the key to victory, It is the maneuver of

the units of firepower and not masses of cannon fodder. We must learn

to depend for success, not on the physical weight of the Infantry attack, ,

but on the skillful offensiveness In combination of all available

weapons, based on the principle of maneuver."32 The skill needed to

increase the combat power of airborne forces will come from a

reexamination of our theory and doctrine. We must also update our

force structure to meet the needs of our power projection strategy and

make a commitment to bridge the mobility gap.

THE NEED TO STUDY MILITARY THEORY AND HISTORY /*

Clausewitz will not go out of style, nor will Mao. Murphy's Law will
still- operate and as, as always, few will prepare for reverses, advances
cunningly planned, or retests. The future, despite the best efforts, will

have the past as prologue. 33

Serious study of military history is needed to fight the tendency to

15
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do things the way they have always been done. In a contingency force,

such as airborne forces, tne daily agenda is crammed with a myriad of
administrative, training, and readiness taSks. "in our haste to get on
with the practical matters, soldiers. learn and teach methods; but they

usually fail to learn and teach why those methods are successful."34

The main effort of our peacetime training should remain schooling

soldiers and junior leaders in contemporary tactics, techniques and
procedures. Time must also be devoted to studying history and theory.
The reward is great for those who study the successful methods of past

warriors. An opportunity exists to deduce for oneself the immutable
principles underlying a historical event of war. These principles serve

as a foundation to help us determine the best methods to f ight future

battles.

Principles can assist us In determining the proper amount of
mobility that a force requires to perform its mission. The process Is
more cerebral than looking Into a cookbook of methods and selecting the

right one. "Technique alone does not suffice to ensure success and It Is
the Constant task of' tacticians to work out the proper combinations of

all means, mainly their cooperation In time and space. In the future It
will require much skill and Intelligence to utilize the engines of war
better than the enemy." 35 Better and faster Is the requirement today.
"We must be quicker and more agile than our foe to wrest the Initiative
from him and economize our own forces."36

The airborne force by its very nature of insertion capitalizes on the
shock and surprise to seize the initiative from the enemy. This
initiative is perishable when one considers the inherent tempo that

16



today's potential adversaries possess. A static force confined to the

airhead line at foot pace Is in a precarious situation. In the past,

paratroopers have applied measures that caused an enemy to perceive

the Insertion of a far larger force. To continue this advantage the

airborne force must be able to think and-move faster than the enemy.

We must seek to control the tempo of the entire battle not just a

footprint of enemy territory. The enemy must look upon the airborne

force and see fluid activity not a picket line. The facade must resemble

the Image of a cobra able to strike at will with deadly precision. The

airborne force must be able to strike out quickly and powerfully In any

direction.

NATIONAL STRATEGY AND AIRBORNE TACTICS

The new U.S. national military strategy of power projection requires

airborne forces to Increase their mobility and flexibility. FM 100-5

(draft 1992) emphasizes rapid response as the key to carrying out a

power projection strategy. "Rapid forces must have the flexibility to
contend with situations requiring a larger response. Early entry Could
lead Immediately to direct combat. The force could deploy for

humanitarian relief or peace keeping and transition into peacemaking or

outright battle."37 An airborne force today does not have the luxury, of
waiting three days for a larger force, as did General Ridgway In his

time. A smaller, more agile and mobile force must resolve now what a

heavier unit might not be able to solve later.

The current U.S. Army concept of power projection provides for the

possibility of a phased deployment. The concept calls for Initial entry
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of a light/airborne battalion or brigade, followed by a heavy brigade at

C+7, an airborne/light division by C+ 12, two heavy divisions by C+30,
and a five division corps Dy C+75. This transition will require an

Initial light/airborne force that understands the requirements of heavy

forces. The heavy brigade will need a support Infrastructure and

sufficient terrain upon arrival. The Light Division headquarters will

need the experience and Infrastructure to fight and support a heavy

brigade. The division planrers and operators must be accustomed to the

requisite speed and support required of heavy units. Vehicular mobility

cannot be the sole domain of heavy forces.

The Initial entry force must be highly mobile to support the phased

concept of power projection. It must arrive able to fight at a high

tempo In the first days of the operation. "Given the significant

numerical superiority of surrogate forces, the Rapid Deployment Force

must rely on the classic light-cavalry tactics of military minorities: 4
flank attacks, harassment, mobility, point concentrations of firepower,

night and bad weather operations, deception. and concealment, mines and

boob,;' traps, and concerted psychological warfare."38 An airborne force

cannot survive as a static trip wire. It must be a lethal and mobile

force.

Enhancing the mobility of airborne forces yields many advantages.
The force Is able to reach out further and quicker to provide a greater

buffer for the Initial lodgement. The perception of the size threat to

the enemy Is inflated as the mobility of the airborne force Is Increased.

To make the moral advantage keener we must routinely and openly

display a proficiency with mobile operations. "The aim of a machine

attack is to f irst demoralize and only second to destroy; sustained and
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rapid movements are even more important than heavy blows."39

THE COQBINED ARMS MOBILITY GAP

The Infantry component of airborne forces feels the consequences of

a nmobliltv gap between It and the balance oV the airborne forces.

Liddell Hart called on the military to, "provide a real tactical mobility

on the part of the Infantry to demoralize the enemy with effective fire,

penetrating weak spots, and menacing his rear."4 0 This kind of effect

can only be obtained if the Infantry has mobility comparable to the

combat multipliers in the airborne division. The armor battalion has the

Sheridan and eventually will have the Assault Gun System. The TOW Is

mounted on a HMMWV and the 105mm howitzer Is towed by the same

type vehicle. An attached engineer squad, loudspeaker team and even

the water purification unit have more organic mobility than the

airborne rifle squad or platoon.

The legacy of AIrLand Batile and the tenor of contemporary Army

operations is suited to a mobile and agile force. Today's paratroopers

must be proficient fighting a mounted form of warfare. They must

arrive prepared to fight In organic troop carriers. Airborne forces must

train and fight mounted as well as dismounted. Paratroopers require

this combat multiplier of mobility In o~der to continue the Initial

advantage of surprise gained by a parachute or airlanding Insertion.

INCREASE GROUND TACEICAL MOBILITY NOW

Airborne forces are not exploiting an existing airdroppable vehicle

capable of carrying a rifle squad and its equipment. The HMMWV has the
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cross-country mobility and troop carrying space that the WWI I
paratrooper wished of his jeep. I am not proposing the formation of yet
another motorized division, as our Army experimented with In the 30s
and 80s. Some day U.S. airborne forces must have Its own mechanized

carrier available for contingency operations. The Soviets proved that

the technology exists n~ow. The HMtIWV Is not perfect but It is available

and combat proven. It gives an Infantry squad the mobility to sustain

the Initial advantage of shock and surprise.
We must develop a theory, doctrine, and technique for fighting with

Increased tactical ground mobility. The paratrooper can not remain

foot mobile Indefinitely. We cannot waft till the perfect armored

vehicle Is produced. Airborne forces must train on the means available,

the means already used In war. "Sometimes we focus on the best /most

sophisticated system and a dearth exists In lower technology
hardware." 4 1 There Is a dearth of doctrine for f ighting a mobi le style
of war anywhere but Europe or the desert or by any other force than a

heavy force, The void must be filled now.

Today's U.S, airborne forces must be able to do more than arrive In a

conflict area quickly. Every component of the airborne force, rifleman
to tanker, must have the capability to fight mounted. U.S. airborne
forces must be able to strike out and quell a situation on the ground
before It escalates, or serve as a mobile spearhead force for a follow-

on heavy force. There must be a real sense of Intellectual and material

connectivity between the airborne forces and armored-heavy forces.
This Is the only way today's power projection strategy will succeed.
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The HMMWV Is an available means to help develop that connectivity.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE HMMWV AS A MEANS TO INCREASE
MOBILITY

Leaders must at each level of an organization be given the tools
which are easily and effectively managed by men or average

capabilities. Too often our approach has been to provide a new
capability and expect leaders to be trained up to the demands of

their hardware ..... this generates a fixation on technology and weapons.

Huba Wass de Czege 4 2

The HiIMWV is not the panacea for resolving the mobility gap of

airborne forces. It is available and it allows leaders and soldiers tc

learn and practice the fundamentals of mobile warfare. More than jijst a

vehicle and weapon system are required. Developing doctrine,

techniqueS, and a logistics Infrastructure are also needed. As Miksche

wrote," In, ention of a tactical system Is as important as the Invention

of the weapon".43 Airborne forces need the capability to mount and

fight mobile tactical units not just mobile weapon systems.

The basic tactical unit of the airborne force Is the Infantry squad.

Airborne units need squad mobility. The squad Is a cohesive unit with

Its own Inherent maneuver, firepower, protection and leadership. The

Infantry squad can dismount to patrol, defend, set up a roadblock, or

even perform manual labor. A HMMWV mounted squad provides a vehicle

and weapon system along with nine spirited and skillfully led

paratroopers. They can perform tasks from humanitarian relief to

ambush.

The HMMWV Is flexible enough to use In multiple roles. Initially a
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cargo HMi1WV could mount a rifle squad acting as part of a task force

reserve on an airfield seizure mission. The squad might then move to

establish an anti-armor ambush, retrieve non-combatants, or link-up

with SOF teams. The squad might even assist the recovery of equipment

containers(CDS). The key point is that a vehicle ( a premium asset in an

airhead) Is controlled by a tactical leader at all times and carries a

squad which can attack to destroy the enemy or perform support tasks.

ANALYSIS OF THE HMMWV

The dynamics of combat cited In FM 100-5 serve as an effective

model to analyze the capability of the HMMWV as a means to Increase

the mobility of airborne forces.! Combat power Is the ability to fight. It

Is expressed as the combined elfects of the dynamics - maneuver,

firepower, protection, and leadership - on the enemy. Maneuver Is the

ability to move In relation to the enemy, firepower Is the ability to

destroy the enemy, protection I the ability to conserve friendly combat

power, and leadership directs t le application of combat power.44

M1ANEUVER
The essence of maneuver Is positioning forces In critical

areas to gain a relative advantage over the enemy. "The effect causes

the enemy to be thrown off balance by attacking his weakness,

unhinging his plan, and preventing him from countering our action

against him."45 It implies not only getting the right friendly force at

the right place and time but also insuring the right enemy force arrives

at the right time and place. Jomini defines maneuver as, "Imparting to

the troops the greatest possible mobility and activity so as: by their
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successive employment upon points where it may be important to act, to

bring superior force to bear upon fractions of the hostile army."46 One

method of hitting fractions of the enemy army is to practice the

paratrooper's traditional art of striking at many places at once. T.E.

Lawrence referred to such action as, "a creeping paralysis caused by an

intangible ubiquity which substituted for the fixed battle."47

RHMWV mounted units should not be compared to armored units in

terms of maneuverability. Both do take advantage of their vehicles'

speed and cross-country mobility to maneuver. HMMWV mounted

Infantry, however, do not possess the same potential for momentum as

an armored forces. "The tanker halts between moves, the infantryman

moves between halts."48 The infantry squad must be dismounted and

positioned to deliver the full effect of its weapons on the enemy. The

HMMWV's mobility provides speed, range, and trafficability to assist,

the Infantry unit moving between positions.

HMMWV mounted units must fully exploit the terrain using available

cover, concealment, and stealth. They must overwatch the movement of

friendly vehicles with direct suppressive fire. The key is to avoid

becoming a moving target. Stonewall Jackson said, "One seeks to take

the enemy unawares, to mislead, mystify and surprise him, to compel

him to deploy his forces while you remain concentrated, to destroy the

cohesion of his forces while maintaining that of your own".49 One has

to always keep the enemy in mind and avoid contact on the move.

The HMMWV allows the mounted paratrooper to arrive at the proper

position quickly. The ultimate goal would be to someday mount the

airborne infantry squad in a vehicle that would give it the capability to
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attack from the line of march. 50 This would only come from mounting

infantry in an armored vehicle - the HMMWV is not an armored vehicle.

FIREPOWER
The firepower of the HMMWV consists of the direct fire

weapon mounted on the vehicle, the weapons carried by each soldier on-

board, and the effects of fire support assets the mounted unit can

request and control. The possible mounted direct fire weapon systems

are the M60 and .50 caliber machine guns, MK 19, and TOW. The vehicle

radio provides the unit's forward observer with a more powerful,

reliable, and durable radio to request and control fIre support assets. A

platoon mounted In four HMMWVs with two MK 19s and two .50 cal. MGs

could be reinforced with two TOW HMMWVs or Sheridans to form a very

mobile 3nd potent anti-armor force. This force is also a very creditable

battalion task force reserve. The HMMWV can move the combined

effects of the unit's direct and indirect weapons about the battlefield

with great speed.

Protection Is accomplished by shielding the fighting

potential of the friendly force so that it can be applied at the decisive

point at the right time and place. As pointed out earlier, the HMMWV
/

Itself does not possess sufficient Inherent protection. The HMMWV's

mobility aids In gaining protection. Merely mounting a unit In the

HMMWV Is not an effective protective measure against enemy fIre.

Partial armoring of the HMMWV is not a viable solution. Partial
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armoring a vehicle was appropriate in 1 715 B.C., when the first

partially armored carts delivered foot soldiers Into battle, It Is not

sufficient enough today. 5 1 World War II motorized unit leaders actually

found expedient partial armoring to be more dangerous In some cases.

"Half Armor Is really less valuable than no armor at all, for it gives the

crew a false sense of security and results in needless casualties."5 2 A

fully armored vehicle for the airborne forces must be produced. Until

such a vehicle is produced, HMMWV mounted forces will gain protection

by skillful positioning and maneuver.

The paratrooper must retain his physical toughness regardless of

the means of mobility he uses, Paratroopers rely on their fitness,

achieved through demanding training, to keep alive. They must not be

reluctant to dismount their vehicles and dig in. Whether attacking or

defending, squad members must dismount to use their weapons against

the enemy. S.L.A. Marshall observed in the Korean War that the American

soldier had an Innate tendency to cling to his vehicle.5 3 He called on

the traditional hardiness of the foot soldier to counter this dangerous

trait. "The soldier must be willing to prepare a fighting position in

order to diminish the target he offers the enemy and gain the cover and

concealment of the ground."5 4 HMMWV mounted paratroopers must

arrive at the right piece of terrain before t e enemy, prepare a fighting

position, and use expert marksmanship to de stroy the enemy.

LEADERSHIP

"Leadership Inspires and motivates soldiers to do difficult

things in dangerous and stressful circumstances."5 5 The leader must be
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able to not only control his soldiers but also synchronize the proper

combination of maneuver, firepower, and protection. The HMMWV's
additional mobility requires the leader to think faster than if foot-
mobile. In dismounted operations a leader trains his unit to react

properly to enemy contact or elude contact till he can strike the enemy

at a favorable time and place. In mounted combat the unit must go a
step further. The leader must estimate the enemy capability (action)

and consider the proper friendly action to counter it (reaction). Then,
adhering to the tenet of agility, the leader attempts to apply some
friendly activity to prevent the enemy from performing the initial

action.

The ability to move quicker on the battlefield assists the leader In

exercising agility. Squad and platoon leaders must be given the

opportunity to routinely train mounted In order to develop agility.

Leaders of mounted forces must develop a whole new way to think about
fighting. They must be able to unhinge the enemy plan, striking the

enemy before he can strike. This maneuver style of warfare will only

develop from routine mounted training.

Troops must be habituated to the method In peace If they ~re to
carry It out safely and successfully in war. To acclimatize the
Infantry to motors is almost as important, for reasons no t of

morale, but of mobility. For only by being used to an instr ment
can It be used to full advantage.

Liddell Hart56

The HMIIWV Is an adequate means to increase the ground tactical -

mobility of U.S. airborne forces. It can move paratroopers to the
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decisive point faster than if dismounted. A HIIMWV mounted unit can

deliver a potent blend of direct and Indirect firepoo.er. Protection

comes from quickly delivering a unit to defensible terrain or rapidly

traversing dangerous ground. Mounting airborne units in HMMWVs,

allows airborne leaders to exercise greater agility. Units could strike

out at the enemy before he recovers from the shock of the initial

airborne insertion.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The primary research question of this monograph was, "Is there a

means available today to Increase the ground tactical mobility or the

U.S. airborne force?" The IiMMWV series vehicle Is available and has

even been used In recent rombat operations by airborne forces to

provide that Increased mobfIlI ty. I t continues to be an ef fective means

to help paratroopers accomplish their mission.

THE HMMWV BREAKS THE HISTORICAL TRENDI

Once on the ground, the airborne force has limited tactical mobility.
That mobility depends on the number and type of vehicles and

helicopters that can be brought Into the objective area.
FM 90-26 Airborne Operations p. 1-6

The above excerpt vividly describes the mobility gap between the

- strategic and tactical mobility of airborne forces. At times, this

mobility gap has been bridged by temporarily mounting paratroopers In

HtIMMWVS. The capability for airborne forces to conduct mounted

combat has become a permanent mission requirement. The primary role

of airborne forces today Is to conduct decisive contingency operations
that lead to conflIfct resolution not merely an Initial lodgement. It Is I
doubtful In today's world If an exclusively foot-mobile force alone can

render conflI ct resolution.

Airborne forces can no longer rely on seizing an airhead and waiting

In a static perimeter defense for reinforcement from heavier mobile
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forces. They must arrive with ground tactical mobility that enables

them to assemble, seize the airhead, and swiftly and decisively strike

out from the airhead against a stunned toe.

The need for small mobile and potent forces has been accepted

worldwide. The tempo of modern combat Is not based on plodding a

mass of soldiers and weapons but swift decisive maneuver. Nations

have adapted this principle to their airborne forces. The Soviets led the

way with their BMD mounted airborne forces, The U.S. must give its own

airborne forces Increased ground tactical mobility that will sustain the

paratrooper's Initial shock and surprise.

THE HMMWV CAN MOVE INTEGRAL TACTICAL UNITS

The HM1MWV Is currently available In airborne units today yet not

used as an infantry carrier. It is used to enhance the mobility of Anti-

tank, Artillery, combat support and combat service support units. The

centerpiece of airborne combat power, the Infantry, has no organic

vehicle to Increase Its mobility. It Is must rely on temporary
augmentation of helicopters or wheeled vehicles. Temporary assistance
from helicopters or trucks merely serve to reposition a foot-mobile

force. There Is n~o Inherent secondary mobility after the paratrooper

exits. The Hr-1rWV would give airborne Infantry units sustained tactical

mobility to maneuver their combat power about the battlefield.

The strength or airborne forces comes from the skill, courage,' and
discipline of the individual paratrooper. The paratrooper's abilities
are enhanced by the teamwork and cohesion that develop In squads

and platoons. This teamwork and cohesion is essential to the
survival and success of airborne forces In close combat.

FM 90-26 Airborne Operations (p. 1 -2 and 1 -3)
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Airborne Infantry squads and platoons are'the primary deliverers or

combat power o( the airborne force. Our military planners have often

attempted to Increase the combat power of airborne forces with

additional firepower. The lack of Inherent ground mobility of the squads

and platoons have limited the success of these efforts. The HMMWV

gives squads and platoons a base of mobility that increases the overall

combat power of airborne forces. The augmentation of armor or anti-

tank systems reaches a point of diminishing returns if the base force,

the Infantry, Is limited to foot mobility. The HMMWV provides the

Infantry component with the same mobility as other components of the

airborne forces. By focusing on Increasing the mobility of the basic

unit, the rifle squad, the overall combat power of the entire airborne

force Is Increased geometrically.

THE HMMWV WOULD INCREASE MOBILITY NOW

The ground tactical mobility of airborne forces must be increased

now. Recent combat operations of U.S. airborne units requIred

paratrooper infantry units be augmented with HMMWVs in order to

accomplish their missions. HMMWV mounted squad to infantry battalion

sized units were temporarily organized for combat operations. In the

case of Operation Just Cause, plans for mobile organizations were

developed during the alert sequence prior to deployment. There was no

opportunity for the airborne infantrymen to develop any mounted battle

drills. Operation Desert Storm provided limited training time to

develop and practice mounted battle drills. Airborne units cannot

assume future combat deployments will allow a train-up period. The

HlMWV is available to allow paratroopers to routinely train in mounted
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THE HMMWV HELPS AIRBORNE UNITS COMPLY WITH TODAYS
.STRATEGI REU EMENTS

The strategic mobility of airborne forces permits rapid
employment to meet contingencies across the operational

continuum In the world. Airborne forces provide a means by
which a commander can decisively Influence operations.

Airborne forces when augmented with appropriate combat,
combat support, and combat service support can conduct

sustained combat operations against any enemy.
FM 90-26 Airborne Operations p. 1 -3 and 1 -4.

Today's National Military Strategy requires a rapid deployment force

to arrive with sufficient combat, combat support, and combat service
support. The requirement Is to defeat a foe early prior to the escalation

of conflict by either side. There may not be enough time for follow-on

augmentation. Airborne forces must retain their ability to decisively

Influence operations after the Initial drop. Our power projection

strategy assumes forces with power projection tactics. Only this type _V
of force will deliver the overwhelming combat power that will yield a
quick decisive victory our nation traditionally seeks In Its wars.

Prolonged conflI ct Is not easi ly accepted In our nation. Today our

national leadership and the American public assumes their airborne

forces have more than just a forced entry capability. They will expect

the success they have seen In recent combat operations. They expect
U.S. airborne forces to parachute Into an enemy territory and strike at

the enemy's heart and head. They will not understand If an American

airborne task force Is held captive In an airhead by a more mobile enemy
f orce.
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Our national leaders and public will not understand an airborne

force unable to conduct a forced entry to rescue American citizens due

to overwhelming enemy air defenses. It Is assumed (in light of

today's sophisticated technology) that we have the capability to

parachute into a remote drop zone, mount vehicles and Infiltrate Into

enemy territory avoiding enemy air defense coverage. Our nation relies

on us to fight Intelligently and keep frIendly'losses to a minimum. The

American people accept the Inherent danger of parachute operations but

they also assume that we have progressed since WWII. It would be hard

to explain why other nations have managed to supply their airborne

forces with a ground tactical troop carrier, while today's U.S.

paratroopers still fight as their WWII foot-mobile predecessors.

THE HMMWV INCREASES COMBAT POWER

The HMMWV successfully withstands the analysis of the dynamics of

combat power. The mobility of the HMMWV significantly increases the

dynamics of maneuver, firepower, protection and leadership of an

airborne unit.

Maneuver- The HMMWV gives an airborne squad more speed In order

to get to the decisive point faster than the enemy. A mounted squad is

far more agile and has an advantage of sustaining the initial surprise

from an airborne inbertion. A HMMWV mounted force can destroy the

enemy commander's plan by striking quickly, stealthily and repeatedly.

Firepower- The potent firepower of the mounted unit comes from

the direct fire system on board and the weapons of the members of the

mounted unit. The ability to request and control lethal indirect fires is
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enhanced by the on-board communications system and the vehicle's . -

ability to get to a critical observation point quickly.

Protection- The HMMWVs ability to travel quickly between
positions enhances the protection of the airborne unit. The HMMWV does

lack the inherent protective capabilities that an armored vehicle can

provide. The ultimate goal must be to produce an armored vehicle for

U.S. airborne forces. -.-

Leadersh'D.-- Airborne leaders traditionally exhibit uncommon

Initiative. The mobility of the HMMWV exploits this initiative. The

HMMWV gives airborne leaders the ability to preempt the enemy plan,

not just waft to counteract It. The HMMWV allows airborne units to

practice the tenet of agility well after the parachute insertion. "

Future Infantrymen must be bold, nimble, an expert shot, but
equally apt in exploiting mobility and surprise - such an

Infantryman can seize or create many opportunities for vital '* -

Intervention on the modern battlefield.

Liddell Hart 5 7

RECAPITULATION

The HMMWV allows U.S. airborne forces to meet the requirement for

Increased ground tactical mobility. The HMMWV will allow airborne

forces to fight more effectively In today's highly mobile battlefield T

environment. HtMMWV mounted airborne units would be more conducive --,

to today's power projection strategy.
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APPENDIX: Possible Mounted Packages

MISSION: SEARCH and ATTACK

Size n.it Veh/Wons Task

L Airfield Seizure Inf Pit(+) 4 HMMWVs TF Reserve

2MK I9s

2.50 cals

2 Sheridans

' Search and Attack Inf Plt(+) (see above) TF Reserve

AT Pit 4 HMMWVs Convoy

2 MK i9s Security

2.50 cals

MISI1ON: Airfield Seizure/Lodgement

2L= Sen Veh/Wons Task

Alrfield Seizure Inf Pit(+) (see above) TF Reserve

. Expand Alrhead Inf TM* Counter

2 Inf Pits 8 H1MWVs Recon

Sct Pit 9 Motor cycles

AT PLT 4 HMMWVs

4 TOWs**

Co Hqs 2 HMMWVs _.i
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Inf PIt 4 HIIMWVs TF Reserve

Tank Pit 4-5 Sheridans TF Catk

Force

* The nucleus of this Inf Tm would be comprised of the Inf Company

that had the mission of seizing the key facilities. It would hanJ that

mission over to D Co(-) and fall in on their HMMWV5 that would have

been delivered to the airhead after the airfield was secure. It would

leave one of its platoons as the TF Reserve.

* The valuable asset Is the TOW night sight for surveillance. These

vehicles would also bring .50 cal MGs.

MISSION% Long Range Infiltration

Phase Size Unit YehslWons Iask

I. Airborne Insertion Inf Pit 4 HMMWVs TF Reserve

(balance of task force would have theih vehicles inserted by airland)

2 Build up Cbt Power Sct Plt 9 Motorcycles Route

Recon

AT Co(+) Advance

4-5 AT Pits 5-6 HMMWVs Guard

MK 19s/,50 cals

3. Infiltration Inf TF (as per METT-T) Assault

Element
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